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SHELLEY PETERSON

Coming to Know Writing as Revision:
Classroom Possibilities for Elementary
and Middle Grade Narrative Writers
Shelley Peterson is assistant professor of education at the Ohio State
University in Lima, where she teaches language arts methods courses.
Drawing on her experience as a primary and middle grade language arts
teacher, she has written two books on writing instruction: Becoming Better
Writers and Teaching Conventions Unconventionally.

is not possible as they tumble through one's
head. This structuring and restructuring of
thoughts lead to new discoveries, as previously jumbled ideas come together in new
ways. Building on the notion of writing as
revision, Lane ( 1993) asserts that even a first
draft is a revision of one's thoughts:

riting is an invaluable tool
for sorting through the
tangled collection of ideas
and experiences of our lives.
When a writer writes, the first scatter of words
that are strewn across a page bring the hidden and jumbled ideas into closer focus.
However, those ideas may still be rather
fuzzy, as the writer is not clear that the printed
words represent the intended meanings. As
the writer revises, the ideas come to an eversharper focus. Like the Polaroid image that
becomes increasingly clear over time, writing is a constant process of revision and of
bringing ideas into sharper focus.
However, revision can go beyond the focusing of obscure, difficult-to-grasp ideas.
While the Polaroid image can bring into focus only what was in front of the camera at
the time of the shooting, revision can bring
to light new ideas and lead to a "re-seeing"
or even a "reconceptualizing" of the world
(Flower, Hayes, Carey, Schriver, Stratman,
1986). The process of writing down thoughts
using the syntax of the English language and
the conventions of writing, as well as the conventions of the form of communication being
used (e.g., a friendly letter has certain conventions that would not be found in a fantasy
story) organizes those thoughts in a way that
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From my work as a writer I know
that revision is more than a stage in a
four- five- or seven-step process; it
is the source of the entire process ....
Each word I write revises a hundred
others I could have written, and when
I go back to change passages I am
always looking to measure what's
there on the page against the wealth
of unwritten rn..zterial floating in my
mind. Writing itself is revision, and
if we can teach this concept to children and give them tools to develop
it, they will experience the joy of discovery that keeps professional writers at their desks.
Graves (1979) takes the notion of writing
as revision one step further by identifying the
process of selecting topics as revision. As
writers select certain topics over others, he
argues, they are both assessing and revising
ideas even before they begin writing the first
No.
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words. Both Graves and Lane show that revision is an inextricable part of an individual's
writing process, from its untraceable beginning (the generation of ideas is connected to
a lifetime of experiences) to its end.
Observations of the writing processes of
elementary school and college writers show,
however, that fledgling writers are likely to
view revision as either a recopying process
that serves a decorative function as each draft
becomes increasingly legible or as a repair
process that fixes the errors made in first
drafts. Calkins' (1980) observations of thirdgrade writers in a process writing classroom
showed that third-grade writers who either
wrote successive drafts without looking back
to earlier drafts or
When teachers demon- who refined their
strate their enthusiasm for first drafts by
changing spellings
experimenting and revising
or improving the
their writing, their students quality of their
will feel more confident penmanship
about taking risks and fol- showed a less solowing their writing through phisticated level
of writing develnumerous revisions
opment.
In
contrast, writers
who shifted easily and continuously between
the forward motion of writing and the backward motion of assessing the effectiveness
of communication experienced greater success in and satisfaction with their writing.
In Sommers' (1980) observational study of
college writers, less successful writers
thought of themselves as slashers and hackers-revisers who were on a mission to repair
their deficient or defective written work.
They saw revision as a final stage in their
writing process and felt that revision involved
calling in the damage control team after the
writer had clumsily struggled through a first
draft. These students focused on the editing
of writing conventions and on deleting inappropriate words and phrases rather than on
the overall meaning of the text.
Revision, contrary to the belief of beginning writers who view it as a meaningless
process of recopying or of placing duct tape
8

over defective parts of their writing, embodies all aspects of an individual's writing
process. Selecting certain words and topics,
discarding or postponing the use of other
words and topics are aspects of revision, as
are additions, deletions, or modifications of
whole selections of text in order to express
an idea more clearly or create an image more
vividly.

Teaching to Encourage Students'
Revisions
Beginning writers who view writing as a
tedious struggle with few rewards and who
view revision as recopying or mending are
likely to be found in most writing classrooms.
How do writing teachers help the sheep-like
rewriters and fiery fixers of writing to find
the discovery possibilities in revision? How
might writing teachers encourage beginning
writers to take the risks inherent in becoming discoverers and seekers of new ideas?
These questions can be addressed by looking
at ways in which a stance toward writing as
revision might permeate the informal and formal learning activities found within writing
classrooms.
Informal Learning Activities
When teachers demonstrate their enthusiasm for experimenting and revising their
writing, their students will feel more confident about taking risks and following
their writing through numerous revisions.
In addition, teachers show that they value
writing when they write with their students.
By writing at the overhead projector for 5
to 10 minutes at the beginning of a writing
class, for example, teachers model the diffi cul ties and the delights that they
experience thorough writing. This leaves
teachers with time to circulate and confer
with the individual students during the rest
of the class.
No longer than 5 minutes, student-teacher
conferences can be formally scheduled to take
place as students indicate a need to receive
feedback from their teacher. The one-on-one
instructional time is invaluable for highlight-
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ing and reinforcing specific elements of the
writer's craft that are evident in the students
writing and for identifying elements of the
writing that are not evoking the response intended by the student writer.
Informal peer conferences are invaluable
in encouraging a view of writing as revision.
In his observations of 8-year-old children,
Graves (1979) found that peer audiences have
an effect on children's revisions, as young
writers revise with the goal of entertaining
their peer audience when they read their writing publicly during author's chair. Teachers
can enhance the value of the informal peer
conferencing that takes place throughout a
writing class by displaying specific criteria
that describe effective writing or by providing questions to guide students' feedback on
their peers' writing.
In a similar fashion, author groups of two
to four children and their teacher support a
view of writing as revision. In these groups,
students have the opportunity to read their
unpolished writing to their peers and receive
specific feedback guided by criteria or questions provided by the teacher.
Formal Instruction
Providing opportunities to write on selfselected topics for an appreciative audience
rather than for an evaluative audience is a
critical element of writing classrooms that
support a view of writing as revision. As
writers make decisions about topics, format,
purpose, and audience for their writing, there
is an aura of self-directedness in writing classrooms. Students feel a sense of ownership
over their writing and a responsibility toward
creating written text that communicates their
purpose clearly to their audience. When students read their writing and find that their
purpose has not been achieved through their
initial composing, their sense of responsibility for their writing compels them to take
measures to clarify the meanings they communicate.
For some students, however, a sense of
ownership and a desire to entertain, inform,
or persuade their audience can lead to frusVOLUME

tration if they are unsure of the possibilities
for revising their writing. These students may
need formal instruction in the form of ( 1)
demonstrations of possible strategies they
might employ when revising their writing and
(2) specific criteria to guide their assessment
of the effectiveness of their writing.
In the two sample lessons that follow,
teachers model the discovery process and
highlight and reinforce criteria that students
might use in their revisions. The first lesson
invites reluctant revisers to make small revisions with relative ease. The second lesson
requires a willingness to make substantive
revisions in an effort to create stories that
meet the writer's goals more effectively.
Using Specific Nouns and Verbs
Mass-produced books are the steady diet
of many young readers. Often, students reproduce this kind of writing when asked to
write stories in their classrooms. As a result,
teachers read many stories overflowing with
general language that tells readers what kind
of visual images they can create while reading, often compelling readers to draw on
stereotypical scenes because the language is
not specific enough to create images that are
specific to the story being read. Lessons
connecting published literature with
children's classroom writing can encourage
students' critical reading of these mass-produced books and provide strategies for their
writing.
In a 30- to 40-minute lesson designed to
introduce the need for specific nouns and
verbs in one's writing, students might be
asked to describe the visual images created
of the setting in the following description of
the Berenstain Bears' home in The Berenstain
Bears and Too Much Junk Food.
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Bear Country, where the Bear
family lived in the big tree house
down a sunny dirt road, was a happy
place. And a healthy place.
There were lots of cozy nooks and
comfortable trees for the Bear Country folk to live in. The weather was
good most of the time. And best of
FALL
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all, there was plenty of good, healthy
food .... (Berenstain & Berenstain,
1985, 1)
It is likely that readers would describe a
picture of a stereotypical middle-class family home in the country (perhaps not in a tree,
but constructed of material derived from
trees!) as this description is laden with adjectives; both general, like "big" and "good"
and more specific, like "cozy."
Many beginning writers assert that adding
adjectives and adverbs to their writing will
make it more interesting for readers. However, while the modifiers do enhance the
impact of the writing and do help readers to
create visual images as they read, those very
same adjectives and adverbs tell me what
images I am supposed to create, rather than
show me possible images I might create.
In contrast, the following description of the
setting in one chapter from The Iron Man
shows how specific language, particularly
strong nouns and verbs, serves to paint, rather
than to stencil ( as did the general language
from the Berenstain Bears book) the images
created by readers.
So the Spring came around the
following year, leaves unfurled from
the buds, daffodils speared up from
the soil, and everywhere the grass
shook new green points. (Hughes,
1986, 32)
When students taking part in this minilesson are asked to share the images created
by Hughes, it is likely that they would
describe a place they know or would like to
know, rather than to visit stereotypical scenes
that have become lifeless because of their
redundancy. The strong verbs, "speared" and
"shook their points," give readers more
specific information from which to create
vivid visual images.
Connections with children's writing could
be made through a small group activity in
which groups of three students are given a set
of action cards such as the following (author,
1995, 130-131).

10

(Student's name) walked down the
street.
(loudly)
(quietly)
(sadly)
(happily)
(Student's name) ate the piece of cake.
(daintily)
(rudely)
(slowly)
(quickly)

One student in each group carries out the
actions described on one card. Another student reads the sentence on the card, using the
name of the peer who is doing the action as
the subject for the sentence. The reader then
reads the sentence using the first adverb on
the card and the actor carries out the action.
The small group generates more specific
verbs to replace the verb and the first adverb.
For example, students may replace "walked
down the street happily" with "sauntered
down the street." A third student records the
verbs that the group generates on chart paper. The process continues as students
generate more specific verbs for other verbs
such as "said" and "take." Small groups'
charts of specific verbs could be made into a
class reference list for students' use while
writing.
As students encounter specific verbs in
their reading throughout the year, they could
add to the list. Follow-up instruction could
involve a second lesson using an overhead
transparency of a story containing a number
of general nouns and verbs that has been written by the teacher or by a student in another
class or taken from resources for teachers. As
a class or in small groups, students could
identify and underline the general language
and then generate specific alternatives that
they could use to revise the writing.
When writers recognize that their readers
will either be painting lively images or sten-
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ciling stereotypical images as they read, the
need for careful choice of language becomes
apparent. Having a specific revision strategy, such as generating specific alternatives
for general nouns, verbs, and modifiers, provides students with a first step in revising
their written work. Revising at the work level
seems to be a relatively nonthreatening starting point for revision for young writers who
view revision as an add-on to their writing
process and are daunted at the thought of trying to make changes to masses of written
work. The ultimate goal, of course, is that
students will use this revision strategy in their
own writing, becoming increasingly independent in identifying general language and
generating specific alternatives for this language.
Character Development
While revising words and phrases will contribute to more effective communication of
students' ideas, more substantial revisions
that reflect the writer's intent need to be encouraged at some point. When writing
fiction, students are often adept at communicating the plot of the story. Frequently,
however, they struggle when developing characters. Because character development is
integral to a well-written narrative, mini-lessons that make explicit some possibilities for
revising stories to develop characters are essential.
Published literature can be used in minilessons to highlight possibilities for revising
narrative writing to develop characters more
effectively. For example, in a 10-minute
mini-lesson, Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
(1991, 22-27) might serve as a team
teacher, demonstrating ways of showing
rather than telling through her description
of Judd Travers in Shiloh. As students listen to this excerpt of the story, they could
think about what kind of character Judd
Travers is and what Naylor does to show
readers that he is this kind of character. A
chart such as the following could be used
to record students' responses to the questions.
VOLUME

Judd Travers'
Personality

Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
Character Development
Shows What Judd
Strategy
Travers is Like

• a liar

• told Mr. Wallace that
he needed change for a
twenty-dollar bill even • show what characters
though Marty saw Judd say to each other
give Mr. Wallace a tendollar bill (22)

• cruel

• mistreated his dog
(24)

• show what the
character does

The character development strategies that
have been modeled by Naylor in Shiloh_could
be displayed as an ongoing list of possible
strategies for revising writing to develop characters. As a follow-up writing activity,
students could revise one of their own stories, developing a character by using one or
more of the character development strategies
modeled by Naylor. In addition, the following list of questions could be given to students
to guide their revisions. These questions
could be used as a starting point for feedback
to writers during student-teacher conferences
or author groups.
Developing Characters: Questions to Ask
1. What is the character's name?
2. How does this character treat other characters?
3. What does the character do that makes him or her
stand out from other characters?
4. What do characters say to each other as they move
from one event to another?
5. What is the character thinking about?

Supporting a View of Writing
as Revising
While characterization is integral to the
meaningfulness of narrative writing and while
the writer's choice of language contributes
to the richness of the writing, these two ele-
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ments are not the only aspects to which writers might attend when revising their writing.
Any element of narrative writing can provide
the focus for mini-lessons, so long as it is specific enough to provide useful criteria and
strategies for students' revisions. It is the approach to teaching the mini-lessons, however,
that is most important if teachers wish to support a view of writing as revising. The message
that writers are in control of their writing
should be implicit in the sharing of literature
as a model for students' writing, in the presentation of criteria for assessing writing, and
in the sharing of feedback with students on
their writing. The suggestions and models are
intended to assist students in their writing so
that it brings into clearer focus the ideas that
they wish to communicate. If the suggestions
detract writers from this goal, they need to
have the autonomy to steer their writing in
other directions.
Writing teachers who wish to encourage a
view of writing as revising also need to consider the risks and demands placed on writers
who write to discover. Determined to clarify
and make sense of experience through their
writing, writers must live with a sense of uncertainty as they watch their ideas ebb and
flow on the page. They require patience and
a sense of self-confidence that eventually the
cloudy scatter of ideas that represents their
views of the world will be brought into focus. Among other demands, this perspective
of writing requires a commitment to struggling through the cloudy periods and to
staying with the project until the sun pushes
the clouds to the side.
As teachers write and share with students
their enthusiasm for experimenting with
ideas, they model their commitment to revision as a tool for self-discovery and for
learning more about their world. Through
their flexibility in integrating student-teacher
conferences, author groups, and mini-lessons
with an abundance of time for writing, teachers encourage students' commitment to
writing pieces that say something significant
to them and to their audience. Taking risks
as writers involves living with uncertainties,
12

such as the fear that time-consuming revisions may not lead writers to a point where
they feel satisfied that they have communicated something important. To work
confidently as writers, students need opportunities for self-evaluation based on specific
criteria that are communicated through miniles sons and through feedback during
student-teacher conferences. By relaxing requirements for the production of certain
quantities of writing within specified periods
of time and by de-emphasizing teacher-generated grades for students' writing, teachers
encourage a view of writing as revision.

Classroom Possibilities: Coming to
Know Writing as Revision
There is often a purposeful hum of activity in classrooms that encourage students'
commitment to revision and its discovery
possibilities. Writers, both students and their
teachers, are engaged in writing on topics that
are significant to them, in offering and receiving specific feedback on their writing, and in
assessing their writing to determine how well
their ideas are coming into focus or are illuminating new perspectives. These writers
recognize that they have countless learning
resources at their disposal: their fellow classroom writers, published literature, charts and
checklists with strategies for revision and
criteria for assessing writing, and the writing
process itself. These tools, together with the
assurance that students have both the time to
struggle through the jumble of ideas and the
autonomy to make decisions based on their
goals for their writing, endow students with
a self-confidence and a commitment to writing pieces that communicate ideas and
feelings significant to the writers.
Coming to know writing and revision as a
discovery process, students broaden their experiences as writers and learners. Writing is
a rejuvenating learning experience for these
students as they revise and write with an expectation that they will come to know more
about themselves and their world through
their writing.
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